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RAFT RULES IMPROVED
NEW REQUIREMENTS IN PLACE
For more than six decades, thousands of
swimmers have enjoyed the Raft…made
possible in the 1950s by many of the pioneer
members of the association, led by Robert
Rosemeyer.
Time has come to tighten the existing rules
(please visit HLCommunitysite.com to become familiar with all Highland Lake rules
and regulations). Starting this year, each
family will be required to have a wristband
worn by at least one of the family or family’s
guests while on the raft.

Guests of may use the raft, providing they
wear the wristband identifying them as a resident or guest of resident. The host (resident)
must be home when guests are on the raft..
And finally, we are asking your cooperation to discourage family and friends from
swimming to and from the raft.

Our biggest concern is the use of raft by peoPILLARS ARE IN “DRY DOCK”
ple who do not live in the community and who
are not accompanied by or authorized by a
Entryway pillars along Washington
resident to use it.
Street (at Lakeside and at South Circle)
Prior to using the raft: This month, each fam- have been pulled in advance of road
ily will be required to sign an agreement stat- construction. Both pillars at Oak and
Hainesville, who on two separate occaing they have seen the rules. Swimmers
must be aware of the rules. Further, a charge sions were knocked down by a school
$5 per family will be required to cover the
bus…will be replaced, too. Our commucost of the wristbands and additional raft se- nity has been reimbursed for damages
curity improvements each year. (We will be in both instances. Residents on the
installing motion-detecting lighting and a new East Shore will be working to develop a
bird deflection system.)
plan that will be combining the vintage
During the summer, visitors to the raft will be pillars and the gates for an attractive
randomly checked for a wristband, and see- entryway improvement at Lakeside.
That will take place in 2016 after the
ing none will be asked to leave the lake.
roadwork is complete.

Financial Status of Highland Lake 2015
When I joined the board several years ago, I was astonished at
two things: the lack of financial support by the community in
maintaining their most prized asset, and the lack of excitement
and desire of some of those sitting on the board.
Things have changed dramatically! Before we finish our contribution collections this year, we will recognize a more than 20% 25% increase in the number of contributors since I started tracking 4 years ago—still only about 55% of our residents contribute
though. Plus our association is being led by an incredible team
of members and supported by excited volunteers with great
dedication, drive, imagination and a sincere desire to protect our
lake while creating a sense of neighborhood.

at the same time maintaining the eco-system that allows for the
tremendous fishing, boating and swimming that we enjoy most
about Highland Lake. To that end, we hired Clarke Aquatic Services to gather the necessary data and formulate a plan of action to accomplish our objectives. In late April, through the use
of state of the art equipment, Clarke surveyed every bit of our
lake bottom in order to identify problem species of plants. A sophisticated course of action will be determined and implemented, and later in the summer another survey will be done to
assess the results. Having this type of information on a yearly
basis is priceless to the health of our lake! This process is not
cheap—we anticipate this first year may cost as much as
$15,000, although early indications are it will be considerably
less. We held off doing any treatments last year in anticipation
of paying wisely to treat correctly this year. To continue in years
to come, we are certainly going to need more of YOUR HELP.

Easter Egg Hunts, Community dinners, Carp Fest, raft improvements, expanded raft and park security, rain gardens in the
parks to improve water quality, hours dedicated to developing
*Highland Lake Property Owners Foundation. The 501(C)(3)
beautiful family oriented parks, fish stocking, DNR boating regu- Charitable Foundation was established with 3 things in mind:
lation updates, the Highland Lake Book Club and our Good

Allow residents yearly contributions to be considered
Neighbors program. Just a few of the things brought to you by
Charitable Tax Deductible Donations
our team of volunteers!

Being tax deductible, we hoped residents would conNew this year:
sider larger contributions as well as offer incentive to
consider us when looking for charitable donations for
*Water Safety Program (more information coming soon)
income tax deductions
*Welcome Wagon. A team of volunteers developed a great way

Offering residents an avenue for gifting larger sums to
to welcome newcomers to our community. They created gift
the lake they love—either through estate planning or
bags to be hand delivered that will include information residents
dedications to loved ones
need to know about Highland Lake, as well as tons of coupons
The Foundation has been a tremendous success in its very first
and information from local businesses!
year! Nearly two-thirds of this year’s contributions have been
*End of Summer Celebration (More information to come)
made out to the Foundation. And many families chose to give
more than the $110 or $115 we were seeking! With many ques*Motion detection lighting on the raft. Since the raft “closes” at
tions regarding the Foundation having been answered, we ansunset, and we know most trespassing and vandalism occurs at ticipate our residents taking full advantage of this opportunity in
night, motion lighting will be installed before the raft goes out
the coming years!
this spring.
It is never TOO LATE to contribute! We fully understand that
*Professionally
some residents are simply unable to contribute financially, but
managed lake
would love to be a part of what is happening…if you fall in that
health: Our Lake
category, please don’t hesitate to contact us and see what you
Health Managecan do to contribute in other ways. We can sit down and see
ment team of John
what you enjoy most, and develop a relationship from there.. If
Sonnenberg, Dave
you CAN help, but choose not to, please contact me or any
Coulter and Mike
other member, and let us know why and what we can do to
Kalstrup have
change.
spent literally hundreds of hours
We WANT to know what we can be doing to gain your trust and
researching our
bring your involvement back into the community. If time raced
lake, the invasive
by, and you simply forgot to make your donation this year, you
species of plants
can send a check to HLPOA or HLPOA Foundation at PO Box
within our lake and
101 Grayslake IL 60030. Or visit us at HLCOMMUNITYthe best, most cost
SITE.COM and pay via PayPal.
effective way to
Darren Ruback, Treasurer, druback@hotmail.com
identify and treat
these plants, while
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PARK CLEANUP BECOMES A TOTAL RENOVATION
Saturday, May 2, seven men descended upon Chic Park
on South Circle for what was to be a “spring cleanup.”
It turned out to be a MASSIVE TOTAL RENOVATION with
the removal of at least a dozen mature trees and dozens
of invasive species! The professional wood chipper reduced it to a nice pile of chips under the evergreens!
Amazing, amazing people! New resident Frank Artido,
Bob Smith and friend Don King (not the boxing promoter),
Fred Lechowicz, Joe Bigalke, Mike Kalstrup, Herbie Rodriguez and President Catfish sweated it out for over 4
hours. YOU GOTTA go see…the new panoramic view of
Highland Lake is astonishing!
Next up? A total sand beach renovation being funded by
the sale of T-Shirts. Almost $300 has been raised already. So, GET YOUR T-Shirt by contacting Alice Leafblad at Leafblad@hotmail.com

Urgent and Important!
ALL BOATS COMING
FROM OTHER WATERS
AND LAUNCHING INTO HIGHLAND LAKE
MUST FIRST BE INSPECTED FOR ZEBRA
MUSSELS

GET YOUR ‘HIGHLAND LAKE…A GREAT
PLACE TO LIVE’ SHIRT, FOR $15
Proceeds will go to a “Chic Park Checkup”
which will include a swimming beach makeover
and new split rail fencing. Get in touch with
Alice Leafblad-Fischer, or just go on line a
www.lll.wowee.com to order your shirts.

See www.HLCommunitysite.com for full
details!
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So, if you have a boat that has been on ANY water
other than Highland Lake…ask your neighborhood
officer for an inspection. If your guest brings a boat…
have it inspected.

ZEBRA MUSSELS CAN KILL OUR LAKE

Boats and other watercraft launched on Highland
Lake MUST first be inspected for “aquatic hitchhikers.” You may have seen billboards and other publicThis is a scourge that is not going away. It is your
ity about Zebra Mussels.
duty as a Highland Lake neighbor to be vigilant.
They attach themselves to the hull of a from another
body of water…and “hitchhike” a ride into the waters
of Highland Lake.
Once in Highland Lake…the battle is essentially over.
Zebra Mussels take over and will change the ecology
of our lake, ruin natural plantings and will change the
makeup of our game fishing.
Once done…it’s over.
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HIGHLAND LAKE NEIGHBOR NETWORK
MOM OF 3….READY TO

HELP YOU!
Adult day care, baby sitting, errands, house-keeping,
pet sitting
Your North Circle Neighbor, ready to help!

Reasonable Rates
Call: Augusta Happ 1–224-572-3349 NOW!

davidgcoulter@msn.com

Electric and gas bills HIGH? You get guaranteed savings at
your home or business. CALL Larry Leafblad NOW

1-847-406-7180
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